New On DVD & Blu-Ray

Steel Gaze An Unauthorized Story on Clint Eastwood With his steely gaze,
enigmatic aura and tough-guy persona, five-time Academy Award- and
five-time Golden Globe-winner Clint Eastwood has been a Hollywood
superstar for nearly six decades. Actor, director, producer, writer and
composer, Eastwood has mesmerized audiences with his anti-hero
performances, beginning in 1959 with a lead role in TVâ€™s Rawhide and in
dozens of hit films, including the Dirty Harry series and The Man With No
Name, to name a few. As the director of such box office hits as Gran Torino,
Million Dollar Baby and Unforgiven (in all of which he also starred), Letters
From Iwo Jima and Mystic River, he is an equal powerhouse behind the lens.
Infinity
Roger Corman's Best of the B's: Escape From Prison Featured in this 3-disc
collector's edition are the films "Swamp Woman," "Women in Cages," "The
Big Bust Out," "The Hot Box" and "High School Big Shot." Also includes
classic Corman film trailer. Swamp Woman Roger Corman, king of the
"quickies," directs this movie about a female cop who goes undercover as an
inmate in a Southern prison. But things really begin to heat up (and we're not
talking swampy humidity) when she joins a prison break and recovers a cache
of diamonds. Stars Beverly Garland (Fred MacMurray's "wife" in the TV
series "My Three Sons") and bombshell Marie Windsor. Women in Cages hen
sadistic women's prison warden Alabama (Pam Grier) isn't harassing her
female inmates in her torture chamber, she's maniacally seducing them,
forcing them to bend to her every sexual whim. Soon after ditzy ex-stripper
Jeff (Jennifer Gan) is sent to Alabama's prison for a crime she didn't commit,
she finds she's no exception and must face the tyrannical warden. The Hot Box
wo decades before he nabbed an Oscar, Jonathan Demme provided the script
for this sexploitation flick shot in the Philippines about four buxom nurses
who get caught up in a revolution when rebels kidnap them to tend to their
wounded. The nurses are topless much of the time in this Roger Corman
production, and the action never stops as the ladies mix it up with gun battles,
double-crosses, catfights and more. Andrea Cagan and Margaret Markov star.
Infinity
The Last International Playboy Jack Frost's playboy lifestyle in New York
City is rocked by the news that his childhood love is engaged. Amidst his
friendships with Scotch Evans, a ribald nightlife correspondent; Ozzy, a
troubled but loving heroin addict; and Kate Hardwick, a bewitching,
quick-witted reporter, Jack sinks deeper into depression. Haunted by lost-love
and his mother's suicide, Jack plunges into whiskey and self-destruction...
until his eleven-year-old neighbor, Sophie, an unlikely mother figure, leads
Jack back into himself, and out of the nostalgia and excess that consumed him.
Stars Jason Behr, Mon Mazur, Krysten Ritter, Lucy Gordon, India Ennenga,
Mike Landry, Lydia Hearst MTI
The Grapes of Wrath John Ford's memorable screen version of John
Steinbeck's epic novel of the Great Depression often regarded as the director's
best film stars Henry Fonda as Tom Joad. After having served a brief prison
sentence for manslaughter, Joad arrives at his family's Oklahoma farm only to
find it abandoned. Muley (John Qualen), a neighbor now nearly mad with
grief, tells Tom of the drought that has transformed the farmland of Oklahoma
into a desert and of the preying land agents who have plowed under the shacks
of the sharecroppers. Joined by former hellfire preacher Casy, Tom finds his
extended family, including Pa and his indomitable Ma, packing their
ramshackle truck to seek work in the fields of California. As the family treks
across the country, their dissolution begins with the deaths of Tom's
grandparents at close intervals. When they arrive in California, the Joads find
only an abundance of poverty-stricken migrants like themselves and little in
the way of potential work. Yet, ever resilient, they maintain their dignity,
hoping for the best. Among the talented cast, Fonda does perhaps the best
work of his career, as does Qualen in the film's most haunting sequence.
Director of photography Gregg Toland captures the suffering and the
weathered, luminous nobility of the Joads and the other uprooted, drifting
families, creating striking images equal to the best work of Dorothea Lange
and Walker Evans. In a stirring film that stands as a microcosm of the
depression experience of millions, Ford gives poverty a human face in a way
that was rare then and even rarer in the decades to follow as Hollywood films
with a sense of class consciousness dwindled like a species nearing extinction.
Fox
Denise Austin: Shrink You Fat Zones Pilates Denise Austin, one of the most
highly regarded leaders of the fitness industry, guides you through three
15-minute Pilates workouts especially designed to increase your stamina,
strengthen your core and whittle away fat from problem areas. Austin's
routines target three groups -- upper body, abs and core, and buns and thighs -and alternate Pilates techniques with light weights to sculpt the long, lean
body you've always wanted. LionsGates
Denise Austin: Quick Burn Cardio Applying her many years of experience,
fitness guru Denise Austin has created two circuit-training workouts that
combine an array of dynamic exercises to provide ultimate cardio benefits,
accelerated fat burning and lean muscle sculpting. With her cheery attitude,
Austin leads you through each fat-busting routine, employing powerful moves
such as scissor kicks, ski jumps and dumbbell swings to strengthen your
muscles and get your heart pumping. LionsGates
Exploring Our Roots As one of the world's leading sociologists, Henry Louis
Gates, Jr. produced a series of documentaries for public television that draw on
such resources as genealogy and DNA investigation to provide an epic-length
chronicle of the history of African Americans, highlighting cultural identity,
contributions to society, historical struggles, and much more. The first two
programs, African American Lives (2006) and African American Lives 2
(2008), employ a narrative approach that involves documenting the lineages of
a handful of famous African Americans, including Chris Tucker, T.D. Jakes
and Oprah Winfrey. The third program, Faces Of America (2010) (which also
appears in this set) expands its focus to Americans who represent varying
ethnicities, such as Meryl Streep, Stephen Colbert and Yo-Yo Ma. PBS

